What are SIPs?
Structural Insulated Panels are comprised of APA rated OSB facers adhesively
bonded to UL certified expanded polystyrene insulation cores. Panel thicknesses range
from 4 9/16” (R-16) to 12 5/16” (R-48) to meet insulation and structural requirements.
Panels are available from 4’x8’ to 8’x24’ and can be factory fabricated to be
site-erected quickly. SIPs have been used as roofs, exterior walls, and floors in virtually all
building types- churches, restaurants, schools, residential, and light commercial.
Non-structural nail-base panels are often installed above structural metal or wood
planking roof decks to provide insulation and a surface for attaching roofing materials.

A. OSB Facers
B. UL EPS Core
C. OSB Spline
D. Wire Chases
E. 2x Top Plate
F. 2x Bottom Plate
G. Precut Opening
H. Precut Eave/Ridge
I. I-Beam Connection
J. Vapor Barrier
K. Adhesive/Caulk
(at all connections)

Why choose SIPs?
Proven Performance
Engineered SIPs have been used in tens of
thousands of structures since the 1970’s.
Speed of Construction
Large, pre-cut panels can be installed faster
than standard materials and methods.
Energy Saving
A continuous insulation envelope reduces
energy use significantly and helps meet
Model Energy Codes.
Comfort
Panel structures are quieter, tighter, and
less drafty. A fresh air ventilation system
is recommended.

Pacemaker SIPs R-Values

System Strength
Testing shows SIPs are 2-3 times stronger
than conventional construction.
Cost of Construction
Faster erection and less skilled labor result
in a minimal increase in construction costs.
Environmental
SIPs have regenerable wood facers and
high R-Value EPS cores (with no CFCs).
They save energy and reduce air pollution.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Testing concludes that SIPs have better
whole wall R-Value than stick and batt
insulated construction.
R=13.9

Panel
R-Value
Thickness at 75° F

R-Value
at 40° F

4 9/16”
6 9/16”
8 5/16”
10 5/16”
12 5/16”

16.0
24.3
31.6
39.9
48.3

14.9
22.6
29.3
37.0
44.7

R=13.7

R=9.6

4 9/16”
SIP

2x4
16” o.c.

2x6
24” o.c.

To learn more about whole wall R-Values contact Pacemaker.

Design
Pacemaker’s experienced technical design and estimating staff uses the
latest CAD software to prepare accurate cost quotations, submittal and final
drawings, material lists, and fabrication cut sheets. This insures that
architectural plans are properly converted into Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs)
that meet all project specifications.
We also assist owners, architects, and contractors with guidance in the
many technical issues, construction details and site considerations that result in
successful projects, satisfied clients, and repeat uses of Pacemaker SIPs.

Testing
Comprehensive testing
and engineering evaluation are
the basis for our construction
details, structural guidelines,
insulation values, and fire
resistance systems so
Pacemaker SIPs are properly
used for roofs, exterior walls, and
floors in every project.
All testing has been
conducted at code recognized
laboratories and evaluated
by registered engineers and
consultants.

Building Code Listings
National Evaluation Service-NER #665
(includes BOCA ES and SBCCI PST & ES)
The ICC-ES Sobcommittee for the National Evaluation Service finds that the Pacemaker Engineered
Structural panels described in this report comply with or are suitable alternates to that specified in the the
2000 International Building Code, the 2000 International Residential Code for One-and Two-Family
Dwellings, with the 2002 Accumulative Supplement to the International Codes, the 1998 International
One- and Two-Family Swelling Code, the BOCA National Building Code/1999, the 1999 Standard Building
Code, and the 1997 Uniform Building Code.

Comprehensive Testing Program
EPS Cores
Physical Properties
Density
Flexural Strength
Compressive Resistance
Dimensional Stability
Thermal Resistance (R-Value)
Flame Spread & Smoke Development

SIPs
Structural Testing
Transverse Load
Axial Compressive Load
Racking Shear
Header Loading
Impact
Cold Creep
1-hour Fire Resistance
Corner Room Fire Tests

Manufacturing
At Pacemaker’s 60,000 SF lamination and fabrication
facility, exposure 1 rated oriented strand board (OSB) facers
are adhesively welded to expanded polystyrene cores which
are produced in our nearby EPS plant. The 8’x24’ finished
SIPs may be cut to the required wall, roof, or floor sizes.
Vertical and horizontal wire chases are located within
In-process and final inspections verify
each panel to meet all wiring needs.
that all panels meet specifications of
the project.

Accurate door and window openings, intricate dormers, and complex ridge
and eave cuts are fabricated by our skilled craftsmen using CAD “instructions” and
proprietary equipment. Fully pre-cut panels are supplied to most project
sites-resulting in significant savings in time, labor,
and clean-up.
All SIP components and production
operations are held to tight third-party quality
control procedures monitored by UL and
PFS/TECO.

Construction
Pacemaker has a network of experienced
independent building contractors to erect the SIPs in
accordance with project specifications. Contractors
are familiar with SIP wood-based components and
appreciate their true, straight surfaces for installation of drywall, trim, and exterior finish.
Proper adhesive, sealant, screws, and
engineered I-joists are available from Pacemaker.
We provide complete CAD generated drawings
showing panel layout, details, wire chase locations, and
special features for each project. Also included is a list of
“do’s and don’ts” to avoid the most frequent construction
issues.
Complete construction details and a building
techniques video help a first-time erector quickly master
installation of panels.

www.buildwithsips.com

Why Select Pacemaker SIPs?

G

Pacemaker is a company of experienced employees each with a “can-do” attitude,
state of the art production equipment, and computers with advanced software. We combine
these resources to provide high quality products that meet specific customer requirements
at competitive prices with on time delivery and responsive customer service. Pacemaker has
an active concern for the environment in our purchasing practices, product design,
production process, recycling programs, and support of industry initiatives.
Pacemaker has experience in supplying Structural Insulated Panels for thousands of
projects since 1975. In addition to our capabilities outlined earlier, we have
knowledgeable field salespeople available for design specifications, architectural
presentations, contractor training, and technical assistance. Also, a company truck fleet
helps meet job site delivery schedules.

Architect, Contractor, and Owner Comments:
“It’s fabulous! SIPs are a proven
technology that deserve much greater
application in the building industry.”
Bob Vila Home Again

“It’s the quietest, best built
home we have ever lived in.”
Homeowner-PA

“We love Pacemaker’s SIP panels as we
supply our customers with a better
structure than stick framing and show
them that we want the best for them.”
Contractor-PA
“Their layout drawings, accurate fabrication,
and delivery made the project work.
Pacemaker’s tech support is very good.”
General Contractor-WV
“I’m very pleased with the home you supplied
SIPs for... a real estate developer was so
impressed he asked me to revise drawings for
his apartment building to include SIPs.”
Architect-IL
“Our office was my first SIP job.
Pacemaker’s pre-cut panels went so well
I’m promoting them to my clients.”
General Contractor-OH

“...the main objectives...in the design of
the structure were: speed of
construction, energy efficient design, and
minimizing the use of old growth timber.”
Thomas Gray-Architect

“Pacemaker excels in producing SIPs of the highest
quality. Their dedication to their product is evident
through their research, testing, and company
support. You can be guaranteed that Pacemaker
Plastics quality assurance is second to none.”
Contractor-MI

Pacemaker is an Energy Star Partner, committed to participating
in this government sponsored program to save energy and reduce air
pollution.
Energy Star is a voluntary program to promote energy efficient
appliances, equipment, and construction materials-such as Structural
Insulated Panels. An Energy Star home is at least 30% more energy efficient than a
comparable home built to the Model Energy Code (MEC). SIP walls and roof sections not
only help reduce utility bills, but also promote healthier indoor air and a quieter, more
comfortable lifestyle.
For more information: www.energystar.gov/homes or call 1-888/782-7937

Guideline Specifications for Pacemaker Engineered Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs)
Part 1 – General
1.01 Description of Work
A.
Provide all materials, labor, and equipment to install the Pacemaker SIPs as
shown on the drawings.
B.
Pacemaker SIPs are pressure laminated composites of approved oriented
strand board (OSB) facers and UL Certified expanded polystyrene (EPS)
insulation cores. Connected with manufacturer recommended splines and
fasteners as detailed in manufactures literature; dimensional plates, headers,
sills, and beams etc. supplied by contractor. See section 2.01 E
1.02 Related Documents
The general provisions of the contract and Division 1 General Supplementary
and Special Conditions apply to the work specified in this section.
1.03 Submittals
A.
Provide evidence of compliance with code requirements. Contact Pacemaker
Plastics for applicable code compliance report.
B.
The SIP manufacturer shall provide structural calculations reviewed by a
registered engineer/architect for each panel type.
C.
Manufacturer shall certify that panels have been tested in accordance with
ASTM E-72, ASTM E-119, UBC 26-3, and other applicable tests.
D.
Manufacturer shall supply a hard copy product certificate showing
compliance to 3rd Party Quality Control program.
E.
Provide Data Sheets from the Pacemaker QC Manual regarding panel
material components described in Section 2.01 of the specification.
F.
All submissions shall be attached to bid in order for bid to be considered.
1.04 Quality Assurance
A.
Each panel shall be labeled indicating the maintenance of in-plant Quality
Control/3rd Party Inspection Service in compliance with national codes.
B.
Provide evidence of 3rd Party Inspection and labeling of all EPS used in
the manufacturing of the SIPs. Flame, physical, and thermal properties will
be covered by the EPS Manufactures Quality Control and Listing programs.
C.
SIPs Manufacturer to supply R-Value and Lamination Warranty if requested
at time of order.
1.05 Product Storage and Handling
A.
All panels shall be stored in a protected area and supported to be protected
from the ground.
B.
Prior to installation panels shall be covered and protected from exposure
to sunlight and moisture.
Part 2 – Products
2.01 Description of Work
A.
Pacemaker SIPs – A pressure laminated panel consisting of the following:
1.) Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Core – minimum of .95 pcf complying
with ASTM C-578 Type 1. EPS manufacturer must provide
certification per section 1.04 B of this specification.
2.) Oriented Strand Board – shall be identified on the panel with an APA
or PFS performance rating mark, with an Exposure 1 durability rating;
minimum physical properties shall be tested and as described in APA
PRP-108 or PFS PRP-133.
3.) Adhesives – class 2, type II designed for structural lamination as
supplied by Ashland Adhesive NER-165 and Rohm and Haas
Company NER-451.
B.
Splines – Splines for use in joining the SIPs shall be as recommended by the
manufacturer and be installed as detailed in the manufacturer’s literature.
C.
Fasteners – Shall be a corrosive resistant .190” shank diameter and a 5/8”
pancake head with a #3 square head drive screw for roof, corner, and
attachment of panel to frame. In addition, zinc galvanized screws,nails or
staples for spline and plate attachment. All fasteners as supplied or
recommended by panel manufacturer.
D.
Caulk/Sealant/Adhesive – Shall be compatible with all components of the
panel as supplied or recommended by the panel manufacturer. Installed as
detailed in the manufacturer’s literature.
E.
Dimensional Lumber – SPF #2 or better or equivalent engineered lumber
supplied by the contractor.

www.buildwithsips.com
pacemaker@plymouthfoam.com
1-800-669-1176
fax: 1-740-498-8445
Another Quality Plymouth Foam Product

2.02 Performance Characteristics
A.
Sizes – panels are available from 4’x8’ to 8’x28’
B.
Thermal Resistance
R-Value Design Chart
Panel
R-Value
R-Value
Thickness
at 75 deg. F
at 40 deg. F
4 9/16”
14.9
16.0
6 9/16”
22.6
24.3
8 5/16”
29.3
31.6
10 5/16”
37.0
39.9
12 5/16”
44.7
48.3
Typical Pacemaker SIPs section – 7/16” OSB both sides, Type 1 certified EPS core
R-Values are for panels alone and do not include air films, cladding materials or
reflective barrier.
C.
Dimensional Tolerance – Shall comply with values listed in the
manufacturer’s Quality Control Manual.
D.
Structural Testing – Each panel type shown on the drawings shall meet or
exceed performance standards when tested for:
ASTM E72
ASTM E695
Transverse Load
Impact Testing
Axial Compressive Load
ASTM E1803
Racking Shear
Cold Creep
Header Loading
Tested values shall meet or exceed those stated on the manufacturer’s load design
charts and applicable technical data report.
E.
Fire Testing – The panel with approved finishes shall have successfully
passed the following fire tests as conducted by fire agencies approved and
listed by NES.
1.) ASTM E-119 – 1-hour fire resistant wall assembly
2.) UBC 26-3 – corner room test
F.
Wind uplift shall be calculated for recommended fastening of roof panels by
certified engineering professional.
2.03 Manufacturers/Contractors
A.
All components called for in this section to be obtained from the panel
manufacturer or its approved supplier.
B.
Manufactures approved to supply panels and materials called for in this
section are:
1.) Plymouth Foam, Inc./Pacemaker Lamination
126 New Pace Rd. PO Box 279
Newcomerstown, Ohio 43832
1-800-446-2188
2.) or Equal
Part 3 – Installation
3.01 General
A.
The contractor shall inspect conditions of substrate, grade, foundation and
other conditions, which may affect the proper installation of panels. Any
adverse conditions are to be reported in writing to the construction
manager. Do not proceed with installation until adverse conditions are
corrected.
B.
Installation shall be in strict accordance with manufacturer’s published
instructions, details and the drawing, which are part of the contract
documents for the project. Any conflict between these documents shall be
resolved in writing. Deviations from manufacturer’s standard details and
load design values shall be calculated and signed and/or sealed by a
registered architect/engineer.
3.02 Protection
A.
When storing panels do not allow them to come into ground contact. Stored
panels must remain dry. Do not allow panels to be stored in an
unsupported manner. Improper storage may cause tolerance problems in the
field.
B.
Roof panels must be fully protected from weather by roofing materials to
provide temporary protection at the end of the day or when rain or snow is
imminent.
C.
Remove and replace insulated wall and roof panels, which have become
excessively wet or damaged before proceeding with installation of
additional panels or other work.
D.
The Construction Manager shall remove all refuse created by the installation
of the work in this section.
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